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Abstract: 

With the budding attractiveness of the World Wide Web (Web), massive amount of data are gathered continually by Web servers and 

composed in access log files.  Web usage mining is an vital appliance of data mining where enormous log entries are preprocessed 

and analyzed to identify user’s navigation patterns which can be further used in diversity of applications like web site design, 

personalization of contents, recommendations, prefetching and caching etc. Data preprocessing of log is an important, complex and 

time consuming process and generally takes almost 80% of time of whole Web usage mining process. This paper has mainly  

concentrates on methods applied in user identification phase of data preprocessing. In addition we have also prepared analysis of these 

methodologies to find out the more appropriate on web server log. 
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I. Introduction 

 

Data mining is also called Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases (KDD). It is commonly defined as the process of 

discovering useful patterns or knowledge from data sources, 

e.g., databases, texts, images, the Web, etc. The patterns must 

be valid, potentially useful, and understandable. 
[1] 

Web 

mining aims to discover useful informat ion or knowledge 

from the Web hyperlink structure, page content, and usage 

data.
   

Due to huge, unstructured and disorganized information 

available on Web, there is need for Business organizations to 

understand user’s behavior, future needs and preferences to 

provide better e- services to them. User’s navigation pattern 

can be extracted from server log [2]. Whenever a user requests 

a resource on web his activity is automatically logged by the 

server into a special file called server log file which is 

generally maintained by the web site admin istrator. Web 

usage mining is a class of Web min ing used to mine these logs 

to extract useful informat ion. Three different steps are used in 

Web usage mining process: - Data Preprocessing, Pattern 

Discovery and Pattern Evaluation [3]. Data preprocessing is 

an important step due to unstructured nature of log data. It  is 

necessary to preprocess log files before applying basic data 

mining techniques in pattern discovery phase. It improves 

efficiency and scalability of later phases of Web Usage 

Mining. Data preprocessing involves several main steps like 

data fusion, data extraction, data cleaning, user identification, 

session identification, data reduction, data transformat ion etc. 

[2, 4]. The fo llowing figure Fig (1) shows  the Stages of Web 

mining process. 

 

 
 

Fig : 1 Stages of Web mining  

 

Data Collect ion is the first step in web usage min ing process. 

It consists of gathering the relevant web data. Server level 

collection collects client requests and stored in the server as 

web logs. Web server logs are plain text that is independent 

from server p latform. Most of the web servers follow common 

log format as “IP Address, username/password 

date/timestamp, URL, version, status -code, bytes-sent”. Client 

Level Collect ion is advantageous than server side since it 

overcomes both the caching and session identification. Proxy  

level collect ion is the data collected from intermediate server 

between browsers and web servers. Proxy t races may reveal 

the actual HTTP requests from mult iple clients to multip le 

Web servers. This may serve as a data source for 

characterizing the browsing behaviour of a group of 

anonymous users sharing common proxy  server problems . 

Browsers are modified to record the browsing behaviors. 
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II. Related Work 

Web Usage Mining (WUM) research work is continually 

improving and growing in various field. Pre-processing is very 

important step in WUM because the result of min ing process 

is fortunately depended on the Pre-processing. Researchers are 

introduced the various methods and algorithms for 

preprocessing. Similarly, user identificat ion is also a very 

difficult task, researcher are taking this problem in deferent 

way and also provide the different solution of above but 

research of exact solution is still going on. 

 

 Jaideep Shrivastava et. al. [5] published a very popular 

and important paper which included various concepts about 

web mining and discussed the problem of user identification.  

 

 Santosh kumar et. al. [6] concentrates on web usage 

mining and in part icular focuses on discovering the web usag

 e patterns of websites from the server log files. The 

comparison of memory usage and time usage is compared 

using Apriori algorithm and Frequent Pattern Growth 

algorithm. 

 

 Kharwar et al [7] implements the high level process 

of Web Usage Mining using basic Association Rules 

algorithm call Apriori Algorithm. Web Usage Mining consists 

of three main phases, namely Data Pre -processing, Pattern 

Discovering and Pattern Analysis. 

 

 Sheetal A. Raiyani et. al. [8] , proposed the algorithm 

called DUI (Distinct User Identification) as per author It 

analyses more factors, such as user’s IP address, Web site’s 

topology, browser’s edition, operating system and referrer 

page. This algorithm possesses preferable precision and 

expansibility. It can not only identify users but also identify 

session. 

 

 V. Sujatha et. al.[9], proposed the algorithm based on 

Pattern using Clustering & Classification ( PUCC), This step 

of PUCC focuses on separating the potential users from 

others. Suneetha and Krishnamoorthy (2010) used decision 

tree classification using C4.5 algorithm to identify interested 

users. 

 

 Liu Kewen[10], proposed the algorithm for data 

cleaning but discuss the problem of user identification. But it 

is difficult  to take a challenge of over TB level data. 

 

 Mofreh Hogo et. el. [11] introduces the temporal web 

usage mining of web users on educational web site, using the 

adapted Kohonen SOM based on rough set properties. 

 

 Brijesh Bakaria et. al. [12], publishes is a survey 

paper which of 2013, d iscuss till date there is no concrete 

solution is available fo r user identification. 

 

III. Problem Identification 

3.1 Pre-processing 

In Web Usage Mining (WUM), preprocessing is very 

important phase because this phase provides meaningful 

informat ion to other phases. In this stage researcher can get 

input from log files. Log file data are noisy, redundant and 

vague. Hence, preprocessing is required to eliminate the 

unwanted data. Interpretation of data from the log file can be 

done manually or using a software. According to Priyanka.D, 

Roshini.D [13], Web server automatically updates four types 

of usage log file:  

 

Access log file: It stores access information of the user 

regarding date/time, IP address and user action. 

 

Agent log file: This will provide information about the 

browser.  

 

Error log file: Error Logs contain informat ion on specific 

events such as "file not found," "document contains no data," 

or configuration errors; the time, user domain name, and the 

page on which a user received the error is recorded, providing 

a server admin istrator with information on problematic and 

erroneous links on the server.  

 

Referrer log file: Referrer logs provide informat ion on what 

Web pages, from both the site itself and other sites, contain 

links to documents stored on the server. 

 

3.2 Pre-processing Phases 

Preprocessing transforms the data into a format that can be 

used for efficient min ing and produce exact results. In real 

world, data are generally incomplete, noisy or inconsistent. In 

Web usage mining, preprocessing is carried out to exterminate 

noisy data in the web server log file. Following Fig (2) will 

depict the various phases of preprocessing in web usage 

mining.  

 
Fig 2: Pre-processing Phases 

 

IV. Data Cleaning  

In this phase log files are composed from a single server into a 

single log file. Init ially we have collected different access log 

named as log-file1, log file2 from College Web site server. 

These files are merged into single log file by using Web Log 

Expert Tool [14].  
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We have proposed an algorithm for data extract ion based on 

particular duration as shown in [Fig-3]. After integrating log 

files we have applied this algorithm to combined log file to 

take out three datasets according to particular time duration. 

 

V. Algorithm for Data cleaning  

After data cleaning process the following log table is obtained 

which is stored in a database. The following Table 1 shows 

those cleaned log entries. 

 
Table 1: Cleaned Log entry in a Database 

 

VI. User Identi fication 

After data cleaning user identification process is carried out on 

the database table of log entries.  

In our approach a user is identified as fo llows: 

Identificat ion by IP address and client informat ion: User’s 

browser and operating system versions are logged into 

User_agent field. There is heuristic that if requests for 

resources are from the same IP but having different 

User_agent field then it should be considered from different 

users. The following algorithm identifies an unique user. 

 
User Identification Algorithm 

 

VII. Conclusion 

Web log min ing is one of the recent areas of research in Data 

mining. To use the web usage min ing efficiently, it is 

important to use the pre-processing steps. Steps of pre-

processing are analyzed and tested successfully with sample 

web server log files. This paper involves the discussion of user 

identification methods in Web usage mining. The findings can 

be utilized in various area of research in web usage min ing.   
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